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For, lo, the winter is past, the rain is over and gone;
The flowers appear on the earth; the time of the singing of birds is come,
and the voice of the turtle is heard in our land

Solomon's Song
Chapter 2: vs: 11 -12.

Turtle Island is our home…

...from a Pomo Turtle Dance Song
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We answered the Call from Spirit
Whispered urgently by the Voices of Turtle and Buffalo
Responding to the Song of Iniskim
Carried in the Cracks Between the Worlds
For thousands upon thousands of years
Iniskim lives in the Veins of the Invisible World
Emerging only when Earth’s creatures
Are suffering greatly in body and spirit
And so came forth now in our time..speaking to us…
Come…bring faith and hope…bring your Dreams…
Bring openheartedness and the desire to heal…
The outcome of your efforts you need not know..
Trust that you…. quite simply…. are needed…
To join in Circle with others so answering the Call…
And so we answered..and before ever we walked the Oracle lands
We journeyed to see how best we might prepare
And were shown Turtles to create..for what purpose not yet seen..
In the act of creating visions appeared and Turtle spoke
Of what Turtle wished to do and provide for our Gathering in the Desert..
Iniskim spoke of the severe disrepair in the relationship between
The humans and other animal of Earth’s community..
The Animals are leaving the Two-Legged Walkers
Withdrawing to the safety of the outer realms…
Take me with you to Oracle and to them I shall speak
You must prepare a place of safety and honor for them
Dance and sing and pray for them
Persuade them they can approach and no harm befall
Otherwise shall they cast you forth from them
And greater darkness shall befall…..so speaketh Iniskim
We whispered among ourselves as we planned…
“How can we pray when the need is so great?
…there are so many our prayers are needing?
How can we walk with ceremony in a multi-tasking 7/24 world?
And again we heard the whispering
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The outcome of your efforts you need not know..
Trust that you…quite simply…are needed..
To join in Circle with others so answering the Call…
And the Voice of Oracle herself was heard:
If you tend to the least of my creatures, you tend to me
Speak my many names one by one
Wasp, coyote, beetle, centipede..…….
And pray for the one whose name you speak….
As the day of Gathering approached and
All preparations made, according to the instructions received,
We were told that no Place, no Time, no Lodging, no Food
Had been planned for us…overnight had pilgrims we become..…
Strangers to the Land of Gathering toward which we moved..
Absorbing the shock of this news there were hints to us
How the other creatures must feel to learn from the humans
There was no place for them at the table…no lodging,
No room for their nesting, no place for their young..
We had to learn the song of supplication and plead our cause…
Learn how to share with others…that nothing is there for the taking…
And what seemed to guarantee frustration came to be our own initiation
To the way of the Wheel, the Hoop and the Tree…
And only then could we dancing we begin..
Walking our prayers, speaking our hearts,
And making covenant
With River as did Salmon and Bear…
Our three days of ceremony from Rising Sun through Falling Night
Were repetitive steps in this great Dance of Living on Turtle’s back..
Within Earth herself and ‘neath Great Sky Above…
Sing up the Sun so Light will return to each, to everyone..
Step gently within the Land and attend those whom you meet
Listen for those whom your eyes do not see..
Pause and remember:
I have come for to meet you and for you to pray..
Signature your dreams so the Circle can know the Dream Unfolding itself..
Romance the stones with your flutes
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penetrate the hard with your music....
Pick from the Belly of Turtle the name of one of her creatures
Be walking prayer for this creature from Sun Rising through
Falling Night..
Be the Light in the enervating darkness…be the birthing Darkness in Light..
Round our Turtle Guardian spirals we made…her future ensured in the shape
Of eggs and the wee ones crawling upon her body while prayer strips
Draper her outer shell and before her sat Iniskim…
Turtle and Iniskim
Iniskim and Turtle
A long silent conversation upon which our future dwelled….
We do not know what between the two was spoken then….
Yet the Winds did change that very day…a gentleness swept the tumbleweeds
and little turtles crawled into our packs to travel home with us….
With tender joy we gathered Healing Turtle and clasped her bones unto us
Carried her to the far far West
And on the Equinox when the dance ‘tween Earth and Sun
Strikes a pose of graceful balance before spinning for the next step
We unclasp Turtle’s bones and stretched her flesh
Prayed and spilled our songs all over her
While her great Guardians known as Eagle, Buffalo, Wolf, Mouse and Bear
Stood in solemn promise to care for her
While joining paws with hands and hands with wings
Together mending Hoop, Web, Wheel and Tree………….

Carol Proudfoot-Edgar
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Oracle 2006
I pack coffee maker, 3 books of poetry,
medicines, multi-vitamins, pair of old jeans,
rattles, drum, seeds, longing for the road
to unpeel me from too much city,
and hours…days…later
move up the Oracled gravel drive
all my agendas falling away into what is,
into the place that visions above my stories,
judgments, need to be right.
I love the community of explorers with heart,
the containers of space, chanters, silent whisperers
supporting the parts of us that sleep, dream,
lick the river of possibility,
that pray for the great wounded hearts,
the mountain lion, breath, mantis, lizard,
radiance of eyes.
Each of us alone and together,
in gorges, bluffs, desert,
surrendering to shadow, taught by stones…wind….
clouds moving slow past tree, beetle,
long stretch of land.
The child laughs, paints a stick, plays the flute,
and all of it whispers to the old man in me
wondering how much time is left,
to the small boy in me quiet at a party:
Let go who you think you are and sing again
and my pen wants to fly
wants to glide in sound
so that just in the movement the arroyo breathes deep,
birds come, sweet air expands, moonlight
guides us through the dark place to the Inn.
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May this gathering be whole, healed, receptive,
filled with power that graces the earth and each other
and beyond the earth to all beings everywhere whatever their form.
May all lost wanderers find true home.
May the doors that close call others open that invite the heart.
May all beings be safe and free from danger.
May this gathering seed visions that ripple forward
in beauty and heal the past.
May we dream healing dreams, learn to care
for the small, the poor, the old, the weak.
May we be containers of heart, our warriors joyous and strong,
all of us welcomed and whole.
birthed in the Oracle writing group.....a small but mighty and sweet gathering.
The time at Oracle was rich.
Thank you for all your gifts and your beautiful hearts/spirit.
May our paths cross again sooner rather than later. Much Love,
Stewart Mintzer
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Creation Story
Every time the humans gather they call to Mind the story of
how they came to be……and although the stories have many
versions, always does there seem to be deep Waters, Turtle,
Light, and a Dream seeking to be…
We remind ourselves again how long, long ago when Water and
Water only
Was the world…
That Beings from the Star Nation yearned to experience
themselves in the World below...yet looking down, it was quite
obvious there was no place to stand and they'd simply
disappear into shadows on the face of the Deep.......
Yet looking even further to the Deep Places below the surfaces
of Water, they saw One who seemed large enough to hold them
and they pleaded to this being to emerge and give them a Place
to Stand but they pled to no avail. Then they sang and they
sang and the sound of their Voices was like the Sounds on that
first night when we called in the Spirits...a sound so beautiful
that the One Below lifted Her head for the first time since
Before and when She lifted they saw She could move so they
pleaded some more.......and this time She looked up and saw
among them one who was full of Light with a Shining World
within her too. So Turtle said "I will emerge myself if you send
the Woman so Beautiful who Carries within her a Shining
World."
After Council discussion, for the sake of her People, this
Pregnant Woman from the Star Nation said she would fly down.
As she plunged from the Sky, all of the Stars held their breath
and stopped singing for they were very frightened that Mother
and child might not survive the plunge from the Sky.
As she is Plunging Turtle slowly starts moving and sends out
great calls for help to all the Water People for Turtle, too, is
afraid that Star Woman will not survive in her plunge from toe
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Sky. Yet there is nothing Water People can do for they have
never been out of Water. A fierce scream from the Sky splits
the dark night and all creatures of Water and Sky know Eagle
has sounded the Great Call for Help from All Winged Ones
from all Over the World. If we could only hear the sounds of
that night!! There is no Power Greater and no Sound that is
Louder than the Sound of Every Bird flapping, sounding, and
winging through the Air. They traveled in pairs, in small and
large groups. Filling the entire Sky, arriving from Everywhere,
instantly they saw this Star Woman plunging to her death in
the dark waters below. Their chests pounded with panic for to
the Birds, only the Star People travel further than Eagle. And
only Star People gave them the compass they needed for all
their migrations in their seasonal rhythms. And only Star
People could go to the Sun and still not be burned. So they
honored, they loved, and they treasured them as the most
precious of gifts from Creator, Source of the Light.
Flying swiftly through the air, they made formations so that
one group used the contrails of another in order to fly more
quickly. As soon as one tired, they dropped from the lead and
the one who was rested immediately picked up the task of
leading the rest.
Finally approaching her, they were so moved by her beauty,
seeing the changes her Light body was taking that they
whispered among themselves "we must make sure that her
landing is soft...no scratches or bruises" and one bird replied "
she's is only Light, how can we possibly scratch or bruise her?".
To which Eagle replied: "She is changing shape, see her legs,
they look like ours; look at her arms, they look like ours. And
yet she is not a bird, she is from the Star Nation---perhaps she
will know her name if we are able to save her."
Then gathering all of their powers and sorting themselves into
emergency teams, they made themselves a Circle of Birds with
overlapping Wings and spiraling in a Circle, they flew beneath
her. They didn't rush; their soft feathers cushioned her body;
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they knew how to fly and how to land with no damage to body and after
several days, they landed her very softly on the hard, hard surface of Turtle's
body.
She stifled a scream as the hard shell hurt her soft feet; she grimaced when
she sat on the rough, rough body...her buttocks unused to anything but air. As
Turtle watched carefully, and felt her body on Her shell, She peered from her
place of hiding within her belly and said "I am so sorry, I thought I could help
but my body's too hard for you and will be even harder for your child-this is
no place for someone from the Star Nation" and with tears streaming down
both of their faces, Star Woman agreed. Her tears were sorrow because she
was changing and just coming to love the Birds and the few Water People she
had met..
Once again the Council of Birds met but this time they invited the Wisdom
Ones from the Waters Below. It was the first time the 2 groups had ever met
in Council. Quickly the Birds explained the situation including the tragic
realization that they could not carry her far enough so she could return to her
people No one had thought about this except the Star Nation Council that had
sent her.
And now the wisdom of Turtle became very evident for Turtle was Keeper of
the Waters, knew all there was to know of the waters ...and had seen the
whole world.
So She said, "First we must gather materials to build a place Star Woman (and
others) can live on. There are many places deep in the waters where such
materials can be found...we shall create Something Never Before Seen or
Known Before." As they listened to Turtle's description, the Water Animals
and the Birds leaned ever closer until finally Eagle, taking heart, whispered
the thought upon all of their hearts:
" What will happen to you??
From your description your back shall always be exposed to the Sun or the
Night and you can never completely submerge again or else the people will
die. Turtle, what about you? Can you live this way? Won't you get sad missing
the Waters below? "
Turtle responded: "I do not know how I shall feel or how I shall do as I grow
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old? I only know that this beautiful woman took the plunge from the Star
Nation. She doesn't know either what shall happen with her; but as we can see
already she is changing and adapting; and now this morning she wakes up
with bones. Already I am able to breathe longer with my head above Water. I
just must not forget to keep myself wet
And since we are building this new thing on my back, we shall call it Turtle
Island and she shall be called Star Woman until she chooses another name.
Now I want all of you to help create this for we must do it within three days."
She sent down the Deep Divers to gather up mud from below. When they
returned, they placed the mud in Turtle's mouth and then Turtle would
arrange it into separate mounds. She had the Shallow Divers find reeds or
vines which she then planted in the mud. She had the Big Gulpers gather all
the morning mist, which made for fresh water - for they had already
discovered Salt in their Waters made StarWoman ill;
She created ridges between the mounds, shored up her sides with mud and
created channels to hold the fresh water so she could drink. . At Turtle's
command, on the third day, Deep Divers brought up even more mud. By
stretching her long neck, Turtle created a larger mound on the top of her
body and here Star Woman could lie down, sleep, and gaze upon her people
of the Star Nation or bask in the Sun when Light was upon the Land.
Finally Turtle asked if there was anything else StarWoman needed for Turtle
now needed to rest and soak her head within her own moist body.
StarWoman looked gently at Turtle and said "No, Turtle, there is nothing
more that I need except that I wish to sing to you a song from my people..it is
our Song of Thanks. So while Turtle pulled her head deep into the moist belly
of her body, StarWoman stood on Turtle's back, ready to sing.
She looked to her People in the Sky and she began singing. The song that
emerged was one She had never heard before yet she kept singing. As the
melody moved through the air, StarWoman knew she was singing goodbye to
her home in the Sky. For a moment, Sorrow flooded her breast but then she
felt the child moving in her belly. Taking her hands, she placed them over her
the swelling place of birthing.. Looking down at Turtle's body, she felt so
much gratitude and joy that New Life in her womb would have a World upon
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which to Stand and to Shine.
She began singing her joy for New Life and for Turtle Island and this, too, was
a song she had never heard before. As she was singing, she began dancing.
She dance around the mounds Turtle had made; she danced in the channels
of freshwater Turtle had made.. Soon all of the WaterPeople and all of the
AirPeople were singing her song and they too were dancing. Her singing and
dancing grew stronger and stronger; Turtle relaxed more and more/
Bu the time of the fourth day, Star Woman’s color had changed. Although
starlight shone from her eyes, her skin seemed the color of many mixed
moods; her body was strong and firm. Then she rested for many days. Early
one morning, when the Birds of First Sun of Spring came flying through the
Air, looking down they squawked and they squealed and they chirped and
they honked; and they caused so much commotion everyone emerged to see
what was happening - even ole sleepy Turtle stuck out her head far as it
would go......
Lo! There on the top mound of Turtle Island slept an obviously weary
StarWoman and suckling her breasts, a boy and a girl...the very first children
of Turtle Island...
Afterthought:
Between Turtle and StarWoman was created Home, a Place where Sky meets
Earth, Earth receives Sky. From that embracing a future is born. As
StarWoman sings and dances on the body of Turtle, there is the Axis Mundi there is the temporal joined with the eternal.
Some philosophers and teachers say that into each Age "one is chosen" to
carry the seed which is the breath of the future.
In shamanic cultures, the core paradigm is that of co-creation - meaning all
creatures are involved in co-creating the future. We are interdependent So
Turtle and StarWoman, using the help of other beings, create together some
New World, a new Earth.
And in the process, everyone changes, everyone is 'reborn.
as told by Carol Proudfoot-Edgar
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Turtle and Iniskim
I am grateful for this interlude of meditation and prayer. My journey to
Oracle brought healing and transformation on a deep level. Now back on
Thetis Island I am filled with visions – with joy and grief. I am full from the
love I lived with while sharing with my spiritual family – seen for my true
essence, being, and calling.
Turtle––my spirit ally––guided me throughout Oracle. Turtle, the being on the
medicine card I selected during the opening ceremony, is the one for me to
journey with, to pray for and to listen to during the four-day ceremony.
Turtle, my constant companion, taught me.
The first afternoon, on our desert walk, I burrowed––sand turtle/tortoise––
into the soft bank of a dry orio twining through the camp. Happy turtle,
content with the rocks and sand, the tree roots, the grasses, I was startled by
a distant rumbling then felt terror grow as it neared my location. A truck
passed by on the road above the orio brought terror to my turtle self, unable
to move quickly enough to avoid this presence. I became still, and ceased
breathing until the danger passed – a distant rumble, then the silence of the
desert once again lived undisturbed.
The second afternoon Iniskim calls me…where is she? It is the time to
prepare to journey with the ancestors in the evening. I am called to find
Iniskim.
Returning to our gathering place––Hawkins Hall––I seek Iniskim in the centre
altar on the floor. I kneel with my rattle in hand and tentatively reach for a
bundle wrapped in deep blue cloth with a small feather sweeper on top.
Bringing it to myself, I sense that Iniskim is not within and return this bundle
to its place on the altar. I am lost.
I see Cheryl collecting items for her own afternoon of journeying. I quietly
call her to me and ask her – Where is Iniskim?
Iniskim, she told me, is outside with Turtle. She is at Turtle's head and they
are talking. I have listened to some of their conversation. They re talking.
Iniskim is calling Turtle to re-emerge to save the life of her children earth
[These are Cheryl's words as I remember them].
I told Cheryl that I had come late on the opening day and arrived at the break
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of the evening circle. She asked if I knew the story of Iniskim and I replied
that I had "Googled" Iniskim. No,no,no, she said. I will tell you Carol's story as
best I can. She told this story the first night.
Carol had been called back to a cave at a retreat centre in Montana. Iniskim––
as a stone figure–– had revealed herself in a crack deep within the cave wall,
likely there for hundreds of years. From this connection two years ago ––
Carol's call by Iniskim––the Oracle gathering came to be. In this gathering
Iniskim and Turtle are reunited––two of earth's ancient beings. Turtle––
earth's emissary.
I felt such relief with the story, and now knowing where to find Iniskim. I
approached the sand court where Turtle and her prayer shield lay in the
centre of a labyrinth. There were few other people in the area, which I found
comforting, as I desired Turtle and Iniskim to myself. I gently circled around
the Labyrinth to the centre and around Turtle until I found her head. On a
small sand mound, close to Turtle's head stood a tiny figure––one that would
rest comfortably in the palm of my hand.
I sat in the sand and gently rattled, asking Iniskim permission to touch her.
My heart felt such joy! I sang her song (cluck, cluck, cluck). I did not lift her
up, instead, gently, I stroked her on the sides of the face and along her back,
much as I would lovingly touch a beloved. And I felt at once deep in my heart
that she is my Beloved, and I, Turtle. Stirring inside me in my human form
came waves and torrents of feelings ––deep yearning, desire, love and grief––
the separation from the Beloved. The tentative reconnection dancing between
that grief and the spark of desire for union.
I sat at Tutle's head, at Iniskim's side for as long as I felt comfortable given
that others were there to also walk the Labyrinth and be with Turtle and
Iniskim.
In my heart, I lay beside Turtle and cradled Iniskim for all of time. Sitting on
the sand I wept and wept, sang and wept. I opened for the energies of Iniskim
and Turtle to be with me and I know something of their great love. They are
Beloveds, eternal Beloveds. I held them both in my heart/mind/spirit space
until the emotions subsided, and I asked my leave so others can come.
I opened to walking as one with Turtle for the duration of the ceremony, to
feeling her move through me, to hear her messages. She feels the prayers for
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her. She feels the love. She is grateful for the caring and attentiveness to her.
She thanks us for honouring her this way.
She weeps with joy and grief at the return of her Beloved Iniskim.
Now back home in my Pacific Northwest rainforest, I look out my window at
the gold and rust autumn leaves dancing in the wind with green and brown,
the new and the old. We move closer to the cusp of life/death to the darkness
of winter and hibernation. I am reminded of my promise to Turtle – that I will
always speak my own truth, all ways. I write my story and share it with you.
I will pray and be with Turtle. She has become part of me and honours the
connection that we have always shared and now both recognize. I will call to
Iniskim––please be with me. I will return when you call me again, dear
Beloved Ones.
My journey with Turtle began at Oracle 2000 as a member of the Turtle Clan.
I hold deep gratitude to Turtle for sharing her medicine with me,
and being a treasured guide throughout my earthwalk.
written October 18, 2006
transcribed November 12, 2006
Janice Young
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Beetle
Pray for the large, pray for the small,
Beetle, I pray for you and know you more.
Skeleton on the outside,
Protecting softness at the core.
Black crawling to burrow,
Night traveling into desert pores.
Finding you crushed on trail and concrete,
I tread with care and mind my feet.
Beetle, One who scavenges,
Cleans bones, and otherwise transforms
Returning the elements to be reborn
I pray for you and know you more.
Nancy Heil
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Turtle’s Whole Shell
For Dominique

“What do you mean there aren’t any rocks where you live?” I am walking in the wash one morning, looking at
rocks with a young one from across the sea. I ask her about the rocks in her homeland. She says there aren’t
any there.
No rocks? How can this be? I live near Turtle’s spine, surrounded by rocks. Tumbling from mountains, lining
creek bottoms, held in tree roots.
She explains that she lives in a land by the sea, a land actually below sea level. With sand. Lots of sand. No
rocks.
Yes, I see it now. I smile. How little do I know of Turtle’s whole body. How much
there is to know. Her feet by the waters, the wrinkled folds of her neck, the curve of
her nose, the ridge of her spine, the deep etchings in her shell.
Who holds the vision of her whole Being? Who sees her true form? In the mending of
her pieces, bringing her and ourselves to wholeness, we each hold a piece of the
knowing.
And as we circle Turtle, our promises to her echo in the night, carried to our
homeplaces spread wide across her shell.
Nancy Heil
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from our DreamTime
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We stretched our spirals outward
lifted Turtles bones and took her West
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on the Equinox we unclasp Turtle’s bones
stretched her flesh
prayed and spilled our songs all over her
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Dreaming Ourselves To-Gathering in 2008
On November 20, Carol received a letter from Roy Holloway and Janice Young who live on Thetis Island, British
Columbia…we are putting this letter here in our Oracle pages so that all of us might dream together…
Dear Carol,
A few days after we returned to our homes on Thetis Island we met to share our experiences at Oracle. We discovered
that we both had received a vision of another Shamanic Circles gathering, to be held here on Thetis Island, in the Pacific
Northwest rainforest, in April 2008.
In this vision, the story cycles of Bear and Salmon continue, and the other story cycles, such as those of Raven and Wolf,
interweave.
In this vision Turtle and Iniskim are reunited once again; Whale – another of earth’s ancient beings – joins their council, and ocean wisdom abounds.
In this vision, you are the keeper and teller of the stories and, as in our Oracle gatherings, the
facilitator and guide for our collective journey.
We have a gathering place in mind called Camp Columbia, which is now an Anglican owned retreat center; however, historically, it is Penelakkut (Coast Salish) territory, and is situated on
ceremonial land, with one site in particular – now known as “Indian Rock” – a place of ancient
power.
We will network with our Penelakkut neighbors on Kuper Island and invite their participation
in the creation and s haring of our healing ceremonies and offerings.
It is clear to us tat the Rainforest gathering is a calling of this island, of earth, and of all beings,
and will come together.
With hopeful hearts, we invite you to journey on this vision to see if you see yourself as our story
keeper and guide for this meeting.
Roy invites you to join him in a phone conversation to further explore options for this Rainforest
gathering. He can be reached by email at thetisroy@hotmail.com or by phone at 250-701-1317.
In spirit,
Roy & Janice

Plans:

A group of us will be going to Thetis Island in April, 2007 to see if indeed the spirits of the Land and the Beings living
there are calling for us to come and be with them….and we will keep everyone informed.
We ask prayers from all of you as we continue listening for how Shamanic Circles is to tend this world.
And may each of us and our Circles share our blessings and walk with prayer for all others….
Love and blessings,
Carol Proudfoot-Edgar
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